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Abstract: 

Identity management (IDM) is one of the core components for cloud privacy and security. Cloud computing can benefit from the 

entity-centric mechanism for protecting privacy of sensitive data throughout their entire lifecycle. This mechanism, known as the 

active bundle scheme, was presented. It is able to provide users with control over their data, allowing them to decide what and 

when data will be shared. Proposed system for cloud computing and testing it for diverse real-world scenarios. The goal is to 

prove effectiveness of the proposed privacy and identity management system, as well as its potential for becoming a standard for 

privacy and identity management in cloud computing. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud computing is a new generation infrastructure for 

providing efficient and secure computing and data storage 

technology in plug and play manner. In data storage the 

different vendor‘s data and different kinds of data is stored in 

same place. In addition of that sharing and data transfer based 

applications are suffers from the security and performance 

issues. Thus a new computational architecture is required to 

develop for secure data storage and efficient data transfer 

methodology. Therefore in this presented work a secure 

architecture for data transfer and sharing is developed. This 

work provides an overview of the presented system. 

 

1. Identity Management:- An identity is a set of unique 

characteristics of an entity: an individual, a subject, or an 

object. An identity used for identification purposes is called an 

identifier [1]. Entity identifiers are used for authentication to 

service providers (SPs). Identifiers provide assurance to an SP 

about the entity‘s identity, which helps the SP to decide 

whether to permit the entity to use a service or not. Entities 

may have multiple digital identities. An Identity Management 

System (IDM) supports the management of these multiple 

digital identities. It also decides how to best disclose PII to 

obtain a particular service. 

 

IDM performs the following tasks [2]:   

 

1)  Establish identities: Associate PII with an entity.  

 

2)  Describe identities: Assign attributes identifying an entity. 

 

3) Record the use of identity data: Log identity activity in a 

system and/or provides access to the logs. 

 

4) Destroy an identity: Assign expiration date to PII. PII 

become unusable after the expiration date. A user wants to use 

a service, for which she needs to authenticate to the SP but 

does not want to disclose her identity data. She has to disclose 

PII to uniquely identify herself to the SP. The main problem is 

to decide which information she should disclose and how to 

disclose it. A set of parties use IDM and collaborate to identify 

an entity. These parties are: 

 

 
 Figure.1. shows an example of authentication that uses PII. 

 

1) Identity provider (IDP):- It issues digital identities. For 

instance, credit card providers issue identities enabling 

payment, governments issue identities to citizens.  

 

2) Service provider (SP):- It provides services to entities that 

have required identities. For instance, a user needs to provide 

identity information to SP to file her tax online.   

 

3) Entity:-  Entities about whom claims are made. A claim 

could be, for example, a name, or a date of birth, etc.  

 

4)  Identity verifier:- It receives requests from SP for verifing 

a claim about a specific entity. It verifies the correctness and 

decides whether the claim is correct or not.  An IDM uses one 

of the following three categories of identifiers: (1) information 

that both an entity and SP know, such as passwords; (2) 

information that an entity knows and SP can verify that IDP 

approved it, such as Social Security Number; and (3) 

information about the entity, such as fingerprints. 

 

2. Privacy in Cloud:- Computing Privacy in cloud computing 

is the ability of a user or a business to control what information 

they reveal about themselves over the cloud or to a cloud 

service provider, and the ability to control who can access that 
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information. Numerous existing privacy laws impose the 

standards for the collection, maintenance, use, and disclosure 

of personal information that must be satisfied by cloud 

providers. The nature of cloud computing has significant 

implications for the privacy of personal, business and 

governmental information. Cloud SPs can store information at 

multiple locations or outsource it, then it is very difficult to 

determine, how secure it is and who has access to it [4]. A 

cloud SP is a third party that maintains information about, or 

on behalf of, another entity.  

 

3. Analysis of Privacy Enhancing Identity Management 

Systems:- Following the results from the work, this work 

explored the literature on privacy, trust, contemporary 

initiatives in that regard, and how businesses use identity 

information. This study is an attempt to understand the 

relationship between individuals‘ intentions to disclose 

personal information, their actual personal information 

disclosure behaviours, and how these can be leveraged in the 

development of enhancing identity management systems. Thus 

the concepts of privacy, trust, and the key regulatory and 

research initiatives on privacy enhancing IDM were also 

explored specifically the Laws of Identity. 

 

4. Research Objective & Methods:- The objective of this 

study is to understand the major design considerations for 

privacy enhancing IDM and to contribute to an improved 

frameworks and identity management systems design 

principles. To achieve these set goals, the work analysed the 

existing international privacy regulations and the proposed 

standards and best practices on trust and privacy. This study 

draws extensively on literature, testing and demonstration of 

various IDM applications as a means of gaining deeper insight 

into privacy enhancing IDM. 

 

5. Background:- This section provides the study about the 

mobile Ad hoc Network based routing technology which 

provides the support for connectivity among two 

communicating nodes. This section provides the details how 

the data is transmitted between source and destination. 

 

5.1 PRIME:- Privacy and Identity Management for Europe 

(PRIME) [13] provides privacy-preserving authentication 

using anonymous credentials. The user-side component uses 

protocols for getting third party (IDP) endorsements for claims 

to relying parties (RPs). Anonymous credentials are provided 

using an identity mixer protocol (based on the selective 

disclosure protocol) that allows users to selectively reveal any 

of their attributes in credentials obtained from IDP, without 

revealing any of their information. The credentials are then 

digitally signed using a public key infrastructure. A major 

limitation of PRIME is that it requires both user agents and 

SPs to implement the PRIME middleware, which hinders 

standardization. 

 

5.2 Windows CardSpace:- Windows CardSpace [14] is a 

plug-in for Internet Explorer 7, in which every digital identity 

is a security token. A security token consists of a set of claims, 

such as a username, user‗s full name, address, SSN etc. The 

tokens prove that the claims belong to the user who is 

presenting them. The CardSpace framework is criticized due to 

its reliance on the user‗s judgment of the trustworthiness of an 

(Relying Party) RP. Most users do not pay attention when 

asked to approve a digital certificate of an RP, either because 

they do not understand the importance of the approval decision 

or because they know that they must approve the certificate in 

order to get access to a particular website. RPs without any 

certificates at all can be used in the CardSpace framework 

(given user consent). Even if an RP presents a higher assurance 

certificate, the user still needs to rely on an IDP providing that 

certificate to the RP, thus the user needs to trust the IDP. 

Another drawback is that, in a case where a single IDP and 

multiple RPs are involved in a single working session, (which 

we expect to be a typical scenario) the security identity meta 

system within the session will rely on a single layer of 

authentication, that is, the authentication of the user to the IDP. 

If a working session is hijacked or the password is cracked the 

security of the entire system is compromised. 

 

5.3 Open ID: - OpenID [15] is an open, decentralized, free 

framework for user centric digital identity management. It 

takes advantage of already existing internet technology (URL, 

HTTP, SSL, Diffie- Hellman) and realizes that people are 

already creating identities for themselves whether it be at their 

blog, photo stream, profile page, etc. They can easily transform 

existing URLs into an account which can be used at sites 

which support OpenIDlogins. Its major advantages of are: 

 

1.  Highly distributed 

 

2. Flexible – users can keep identity even when identity 

provider disappears (using delegation with their homepage URI 

as identity to different identity providers) 

 

3. Lightweight solution OpenID has been termed 

―phishing heaven‖ due to its susceptibility to phishing attacks 

and social engineering. A malicious attack can be easily set up 

to lure users into entering their authentication information at a 

website that poses as an OpenID provider website  

 

5.4 Higgins:- Higgins [16] is an open-source framework and 

collaborative project which among other things develops 

components that can be used to build the different parts of an 

identity management system. There are two major categories 

of Higgins components (1) Lower-level components can be 

used to create identity services such as attribute services, token 

services and relying party Web-sites (i.e., service providers) 

and services.(2) Upper level components can be used to create 

user-centric applications which allow the user to view, employ 

and manage his/her various identities (i-cards). More 

specifically, Higgins‗ upper-level components can be used to 

build identity agents which allow users to accept icards from 

card issuing sites (i.e., identity providers), they can be used to 

create self-issued cards, manage a user‗s set of cards and to use 

these cards towards service providers (relying parties) or local 

applications. 

 

5.5 Liberty Alliance:- Liberty Alliance [17] specifies open 

standards for identity management. The specifications define 

setsof protocols that collectively provide solutions for identity 

federation management, cross-domain authentication and 

session management. The specifications also define provider 

metadata schemas that may be used for making a priori 

arrangements between providers. The Liberty architecture 

contains three actors: Principal (the end user), identity provider 

(IdP) and service provider (SP). The Principal has an identity 

provided by an IdP. A SP provides services to the Principal. 

Once the Principal is authenticated to the identity provider, the 

IdP can provide an authentication assertion to the Principal, 

who can present the assertion to the SP. The Principal is then 

also authenticated to the service provider if the SP trusts the 

assertion. An identity federation is said to exist between an 
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identity provider and a service provider when the service 

provider accepts authentication assertions regarding a 

particular Principal from the identity provider. The 

specifications allow the identity of the Principal to be federated 

between the identity provider and the service providers without 

requiring the Principal to re authenticate and can support 

privacy controls established by the Principal. 

 

II. PROBLEM DOMAIN AND PROPOSED SOLUTION 

 

1. Problem domain:- Authorization and access management 

forms a broad category of services that is required to be 

fulfilled in order to ensure security in the cloud. While 

authorization determines the user‘s right to access a certain 

resource, access management in general has the responsibility 

to enforce that user‘s access to a certain resource is managed 

with respect to the user‘s credentials and attributes associated 

with the identity. Authorization management in the cloud 

should ensure that users have appropriate rights to access cloud 

as well as enterprise managed resources. Both policy definition 

and enforcement functions need to be available. User access 

needs to be approved or disapproved in real time with respect 

to the authorization policies in place. Completely trusted and 

anonymous authorization should be restricted, and detailed 

user authorization should be implemented.  

 

2. Proposed solution:-  

 

2.1 Identity, Identification and Identity Management 

 

2.1.1 Identity 
Identity and identification have been used interchangeably by 

researchers and in conversations, but recognising the 

distinctions is of relevance to the study of identity 

management. The concept of identity has over the years been 

discussed from the perspective of technical scientists, 

psychologists, sociologists, etc. From a mathematical 

perspective, Leibnitz defined identity on the basis of whether 

two things can be distinguished from each other. Thus, two 

objects sharing similar characteristics like shape, extent, 

position in time and space, could be deemed to have or share 

the relationship of identity. Similarly, in his narrative of 

identity, described the notion of ―identity‖ as involving two 

opposing realities  the identity ―self-hood‖, which refers to 

those attributes that makes a person unique; and the identity 

sameness referring to the attributes that will persist and thus 

keep a person the same. simplified such descriptions by 

positing that, identity is the relationship between something 

and itself. In relationships, people usually resort to either self 

identity or sameness as a means of recognizing people or 

differentiating them from others. This notion of identity is 

vital in the formation of better knowledge of people which is 

essential in building trust, a necessary foundation in 

governance, commerce and social interactions. A person's 

identity is regarded as a reflection of those things, which are 

generally known about them by the people with whom they 

interact. Identity in information systems therefore consists of 

traits, attributes, and preferences, based on which an 

individual may receive personalized services either online, on 

mobile devices, at work, or in many other places. In essence, 

identity is the chain of events from enrolment and credential 

issue through to credential presentation and thus, information 

about an entity that is sufficient to identify that entity in a 

particular context. 

 
Figure.2. Entity, Identity, Identifiers and Attributes 

 

2.1.2 Digital Identity:-  Digital identity is therefore a set of 

claims made by one digital subject about itself or another 

digital subject. Digital identity refers to ―the sameness between 

an entity and its persona‖. It is also the essential and unique 

characteristics of an entity that is used to identify it. Thus, 

Digital identity is the digital representation of the information 

known about a specific individual, group or organization. Such 

information encompasses not only the attributive information 

(i.e. social security number, date of birth, and country of 

origin), but also biometrics data (i.e. iris or fingerprint 

features), and information about user activities, including Web 

searches and e-shopping transactions. Such definitions have 

widened the concept of identity to include identifiers (Figure 

2) such as login names and pseudonyms. Hence, the specific 

sets of identity attributes and identifiers used to carry on a 

specific transaction in cyberspace can vary considerably and 

therefore digital or electronic identity is now seen as an 

electronic representation of a real world entity or, an online 

equivalent of an individual. 

 

2.1.3 Identification:- Identification is therefore a process of 

establishing the identity of; or recognizing or treating a thing 

as identical with another; or establishing as being a particular 

person or entity (Concise Oxford Dictionary). It is also the act 

of making, representing to be, or regarding or treating a thing 

or entity as the same or identical. Thus human identification is 

the association of data with a particular human being, the 

process of linking information with a particular person, or 

action of being identified. In effect, identifying an individual 

requires a clear focus on the distinctive characteristics or 

attributes of the individual (i.e. Names, date of birth, address 

and identifiers like driver‘s license number). The person must 

be able to demonstrate knowledge of something (something 

you know – e.g. a password); possession of a token or 

credential (something you have – e.g. driver‘s license); or by 

means of physiological characteristics or features (something 

you are – e.g. gender, facial features, signature, fingerprint). If 

identification is a process, then the integrity of the 

identification process and its usefulness will depend on: the 

reliability of the registration or enrolment processes, how 

difficult it is to duplicate or alter credentials; and the ease of 

verification of the link between the issued credentials 

themselves and the person presenting it. An efficient 

identification must observe the following: 

 The issuer of assertion must be unequivocally 

identifiable from the token. 
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 The data subject of an assertion should be also 

unmistakably identifiable. Thus, it should be difficult for 

someone to reuse stolen tokens. 

 Tokens must be tamper resistant, or difficult to forge 

or vary after it is made or issued. 

To meet such identification criteria, an efficient system for 

managing identities will be necessary. 

Developing the identity meta system concepts as an integrated 

framework to support different identification technologies and 

identity platforms in a standardised manner Cameron, (2005) 

proposed what he called the laws of identity which is seen as a 

very good foundation for constructing the identity layer. 

 

2.1.4 Identity Management Systems:- Regardless of who 

makes the identity claim, it is important that the claims are 

packaged in a transportable token such that the data subject or 

the identity service provider will not always need to be 

available in real time. An efficient system is therefore needed 

to manage such requirements. Due to increased modernization 

and trend in technological development towards online 

transactions and interactions and via single sign-on (SSO), the 

need for efficient and effective user identity management 

systems have become imperative. Digital identity management 

aims at transcribing to the digital world, models of interaction 

which have been used for centuries in direct face-to-face 

communication schemes in order to enable trusted remote 

interactions. Described electronic identity management as “the 

processes, policies and technologies used to manage the 

complete Lifecycle of user identities across a system and to 

control user access to the system resources by associating 

their rights and restrictions”. In effect, Identity management 

systems, consist of the processes and all underlying 

technologies for the creation, management and usage of 

identities and their attributes. Invariably, the objective of 

electronic IDM is to ensure consistent business rules and 

practices; tightening of control over user-to-applications; 

automation of business processes in order to minimize 

operational costs; enhanced security; improved productivity. 

Therefore suggested a shift in focus towards analyses of the 

wider societal implications of IDM and related social design 

issues. Figure 8 illustrates identity formation process and a 

summary of which is as follows: 

i) Enrolment or Registration - Individuals must go 

through an initial registration or enrolment processes where 

their biographical footprint, biometric footprint or a 

combination of both are captured into the system. The outcome 

of the enrolment process is the issue of credentials or 

identifiers to those registered. In effect, enrolment is the 

process by which an individual is brought within the identity 

policy and the resulting systems and the eventual issue of 

credentials and identifiers. The birth of a child or the arrival of 

a qualified foreign national will usually trigger the enrolment 

process in a national IDM. 

ii) Authorisation – upon registration, permission and 

privileges to access the resources and services are assigned to 

an individual based on a predefined identification policy. 

iii) Authentication – This is the process of establishing with 

a certain degree of confidence in the user‘s identity or a 

process that results in a person being accepted as authorized to 

engage in or perform some activity. Access Control – 

Authentication process results in the access control process in 

which a check is made by the system to see if an individual has 

a valid authorisation to access the resource; 

iv) Revocation – on the expiry of individuals' rights or 

when a person is no more associated with the system, a 

revocation process is triggered resulting in the credentials and 

associated rights being rescinded. Such circumstances include 

the death of a citizen, completion of school or travelling 

outside a country for more than a specified period. 

 

 
 Figure.3. Identity Management Life Cycle. 

 

2.1.5 Identity Verification:- Verification is the means by 

which an identity credential presented by an individual is 

checked by either identity issuers or relying parties. At its 

simplest, this might simply involve looking at a card and 

accepting it if it appears genuine. Alternatively, various checks 

on the validity of the credential may be undertaken. These can 

include a consideration of specialised security markings on the 

credential or contacting an identity assurance agency to check 

that the credential is still valid and not listed as stolen or 

expired. In some cases, the verification process may be against 

information held on the credential; in other cases, the check 

may be against data held by the identity service provider. The 

verification process requires efficient and effective user 

identification and authentication, making IDM a crucial 

challenge in e-government. 

 

III. USING THE ACTIVE BUNDLE SCHEME FOR 

IDENTITY MANAGEMENT 

 

This chapter discusses a sample application using the active 

bundle scheme: identity management in cloud computing. Its 

goal is protecting private identity information used to identify 

an entity. In this introduction, we discuss identity management 

principles and identity management in cloud computing. 

 

2.3.1. Identity Management in Cloud Computing:-A cloud 

user has to provide a subset of his PII items, which 

authenticates him, while requesting any service from the cloud. 

Any entity using many cloud services leaves behind a trail of 

disclosed PII items that can be collected and exploited to 

uniquely identify, locate, or track the entity. The trail of PII 

items—if not properly protected—may be exploited and 

abused. Sharing different PII items of a given entity across 

services can lead to identifying the entity. The main issue is 

how to protect PII from being disclosed to unauthorized 

parties. (More precisely, we want to prevent situations that a 

subset of disclosed PII items identifies the entity described by 

this PII.) If we fail, PII disclosure might result in serious 

crimes against privacy, including identity theft. In cloud 

computing, the burden of assuring privacy of data rests on the 

owner of these data. To ease the burden, the owner could be 

given technical controls supporting this challenging task. We 

believe that cloud computing requires an entity-centric IDM 

model, in which every entity‘s request for any service is 

bundled with the entity‘s identity. We propose here an entity-

centric IDM that: (1) creates and manages digital identities of 

entities; (2) authenticates entities in a way that does not reveal 

their actual identities or relationships between the entities (or 
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their real identities) and vendors, service providers, etc; and (3) 

protects an entity‘s PII from unauthorized accesses and 

disclosures. Fig. 6 compares the basic structure of application-

centric and entity-centric IDMs. The advantage of an entity-

centric IDM is that a disclosure of PII items is no longer 

arbitrary or at the will of SP but instead is controlled by the PII 

owner. This chapter proposes an approach for designing an 

entity-centric IDM model. We propose an approach for IDM in 

cloud computing that: (1) does not use TTPs (trusted third 

parties); and (2) can be used on untrusted or unknown hosts. 

The approach is based on two basic features. First, it uses the 

active bundle scheme—with a bundle including PII, privacy 

policy and a VM (a virtual machine) that enforces the bundle‘s 

policy and implements a set of protection mechanisms 

(including integrity checks, evaporation, apoptosis, and decoy) 

for the bundle. Second, it relies on anonymity-preserving 

authentication to mediate interactions between an entity and 

cloud services that follow the entity‘s privacy policies. 

 

 
 Figure.4. Application-centric IDM vs. entity-entric IDM 

 

The best known projects and solutions for IDM, presented by 

us in some detail elsewhere are: 

 

1) PRIME (Privacy and Identity Management 

for Europe):  

2) Windows CardSpace 

3) Open ID 

 

3.3.2 The Proposed Approach for Protecting PII:- This 

section describes the approach proposed for an entity-centric 

IDM model using the active bundle scheme and the 

anonymity-preserving authentication method. 

3.4 Characteristics of the Existing Approaches:- The 

solutions that we reviewed have two important characteristics: 

1) Use of TTPs. There are two major issues for 

adopting such an approach for cloud computing. First, a TTP 

(which could be a cloud service located at the cloud provider‘s 

host) and a certain SP may be the same (the TTP and SP are 

the same entity rather than different entities). 

In such a case, the TTP is no longer an independent trusted 

entity
 
(not independent from the SP). Second, it is a centralized 

approach, because it uses one entity (i.e. the TTP) when 

authenticating to all SPs. Therefore, if the TTP is 

compromised, PII items for its users are compromised too. 

2) No support for untrusted hosts. A client 

application that holds PII must be executed on a trusted host. 

 

3.4 The Proposed Entity-centric IDM Approach:- Our 

approach to entity-centric IDM, which we name IDM Wallet, 

uses the active bundle scheme to protect PII from untrusted 

hosts. We use anonymity-preserving authentication
 
of an entity 

without disclosing its PII. Fig. 7 shows the structure of IDM 

Wallet, and illustrates anonymity-preserving authentication. 

Using anonymity-preserving authentication, it is possible to 

prove a claim or an assertion (i.e., to authenticate the entity 

that provides its claim or assertion) without actually disclosing 

any entity identity. As an example, suppose that a user buys 

books online from Amazon. She needs to provide her address 

to receive the books by mail. This is one situation where 

multiple parties are involved in the same transaction and need 

different information from the user. The shipping company 

needs to know the user‘s address. Amazon needs no address 

but wants to be sure that she gives a legitimate address to the 

shipping company. When IDM Wallet is used in this example, 

it starts with anonymity-preserving identification. Then, IDM 

Wallet creates an active bundle (AB) that includes PII (in this 

case, PII consists of one item only: the user‘s address) that 

needs to be disclosed for authentication. The AB includes PII, 

metadata (with access control policies), and a VM. The AB is 

given to the SP that forwards the AB (without looking at its 

contents) to the shipping company. Even if the SP is an 

untrusted host, the address is protected. This illustrates that 

IDM Wallet gives us protection even for SPs running on 

untrusted hosts (actually, this protection is the result of 

disseminating only PII within ABs encapsulating it). 

 

 
Figure.5. Structure of IDM Wallet and anonymity 

reserving service interaction 

 

3.5 Description of IDM Wallet:- IDM Wallet uses active 

bundles, which hold users‘ PIIs and manage their disclosures. 

The structure of IDM Wallet, shown in Fig.7, includes the 

following components: 

1) Identity data: PII used for authentication, 

getting service, and using service (e.g., SSN, date of birth). PII 

is encrypted and enclosed inside the IDM Wallet (directly, 

within an active bundle, which is stored by IDM Wallet). 

2) Disclosure policy: This is a set of rules for 

choosing specific PII items from the set of all PII items in IDM 

Wallet. For instance, if certain PII items are used for service S, 

then the same PII items must be disclosed for the same service 

S every time it is used. Disclosing other PII items to that 

service increases the risks of the full PII disclosure to it. 

3) Disclosure history: History of disclosures of PII 

items to services is logged. It is critical data used for the 

selection of PII items to be disclosed for authentication. It is 

also used for auditing purposes. 

4) Negotiation policy: It is used for anonymity-

preserving authentication. 

5) VM code: It is the active bundle‘s VM code for 

protecting PII items on untrusted hosts. It enforces disclosure 

policies. 

With the immense growth in the popularity of cloud 

computing, privacy and security have become a critical 

concerns for both the public and private sector. There is a 

strong need for an effective and efficient privacy-preserving 

identity management (IDM) system. In fact, IDM must be one 

of the core components assuring required levels of privacy and 
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security in cloud computing. We believe that such a system for 

cloud computing should be based on an entity-centric 

mechanism for protecting confidentiality of Personally 

Identifiable Information (PII). The system should: (1) be 

independent of any TTP; (2) be able to facilitate user 

authentication both across the Web and within enterprises; and 

(3) be able to protect users‘ PII items. 

 

 
Figure.6. Identity Management (IDM) System using Active 

Bundle in Cloud 

 

 
Figure.7. Upload Parameters 

 
Figure.8. Download Parameters 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In this presented work a number of ways for providing end to 

end security in cloud environment are investigated. In addition 

of that a new enhanced data security system is designed and 

developed using JAVA environment. The observational facts 

and experimental outcomes are summarized in this chapter in 

addition of that the future extension of the presented system 

architecture is also reported. The migration of web applications 

to Cloud computing platform has raised concerns about the 

privacy of sensitive data belonging to the consumers of cloud 

services. The traditional form of security tokens like 

username/password used to access cloud services are prone to 

phishing attacks and hence do not provide complete security. 

Identity management (IDM) is one of the core components for 

cloud privacy and security. Cloud computing can benefit from 

the entity-centric mechanism for protecting privacy of 

sensitive data throughout their entire lifecycle. This 

mechanism, known as the active bundle scheme, was 

presented. It is able to provide users with control over their 

data, allowing them to decide what and when data will be 

shared.  
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